LEV PARNAS WANTS IN
ON THE RUDY GIULIANI
WARRANT BONANZA
Lev Parnas just submitted a filing in his case —
joined by the remaining defendants — asking for
a discovery hearing where SDNY will tell them
when they will get the evidence seized from Rudy
Giuliani and Victoria Toensing that is helpful
to their defense. It describes how, after
inquiring how the searches on Rudy and Toensing
affect them, on May 14, the government explained
that Judge Paul Oetken has given the government
multiple gags, covering the time through June
30, to delay disclosure.
And it sounds like the government seized
material from more than just Rudy and Toensing.
At least two sentences of this description of
the searches likely doesn’t pertain to them.

Parnas explains that he expects those searches
will include materials useful to his defense
from:

Rudy
Toensing
“the former President”
Billy Barr
“high-level members of the
Justice Department”
Jay Sekulow
Jane Raskin
Senator Lindsey Graham
Congressman Devin Nunes

He expects those materials will reveal “the
timing of the arrest and indictment of the
defendants as a means to prevent potential
disclosures to Congress in the first impeachment
inquiry of then-President” Trump. He says he’ll
have exceptions to any “potentially applicable
privilege.”
He also expects that there may be information
that got deleted (the implication is, by him)
about “how to address their prior relationships,
and the unfolding investigation.”
Update: As a number of people have noted, that
big redaction is one of the fake redactions that
defense attorneys sometimes disclose sensitive
information under. Copy and pasting shows that
the following other people were also targeted.
In a chart, the Government identified
that it had sought and seized a variety
of undisclosed materials from multiple
individuals, including: the iCloud and
e-mail accounts of Rudolph Giuliani
(11/04/19); the iCloud account of
Victoria Toensing (11/04/19); an email
account believed to belong to former
Prosecutor General of Ukraine, Yuriy
Lutsenko (11/6/19); an e-mail account
believed to belong to the former head of
the Ukrainian Fiscal Service, Roman
Nasirov (12/10/19); the e-mail account
of Victoria Toensing (12/13/19); the
iPhone and iPad of pro-Trump Ukrainian
businessman Alexander Levin (02/28/2020
and 3/02/2020); an iCloud account
believed to belong to Roman Nasirov
(03/03/2020); historical and prospective
cell site information related to Rudolph
Giuliani and Victoria Toensing
(04/13/2021); electronic devices of
Rudolph Giuliani and Giuliani Partners
LLC (04/21/2021); and the iPhone of
Victoria Toensing.

Several of these people were named in a July
2019 OCCRP story on Parnas and Fruman that the

whistleblower included in his complaint against
Trump. Which is to say, this is the
investigation we would have gotten had DOJ not
worked so hard to protect Rudy and, through him,
Trump, back in 2019.

